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Energy plays a key role in the development of civilization. Yet, the energy production is
still dominated by non-renewable fossil fuels.  In the search of novel and sustainable forms of
energy,  thermoelectric  (TE)  materials  attract  the  enormous  attention  because  they  assist  in
recovering the energy from wasted heat. However, the efficiency of the existing TE materials
operating in room temperature is still not satisfactory. Recently, MXenes a two-dimensional (2D)
materials, gained a significant attention since theirs atomically thin layers exhibit unique band
structures that enable to attain large thermoelectric power factors [1].

In  this  review,  I  will   briefly  discussed  various  aspects  and  the  importance  of
thermoelectrics  materials  (TM).  I  will  focus  on  thermoelectric  properties  of  MXenes   in
comparison to conventional TM and other 2D materials [2]. I will present various strategies in
enhancing the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT), Seebeck coefficient, and termoelectric power
of MXenes-based nanomaterials. In particular, the defective surfaces  play a key role in reducing
the thermal  conductivity  of MXenes.  Moreover,  the range of MXenes chemical  composition
enables the research path via energy band engineering, optimization, carrier concentration and
mobility.  Additionally,  the  latest  addition  to  the  flatland,  transition  metal  borides  (MBenes)
demonstrates an incredible diversity of structures with various crystal symmetries [3,4]. Finally,
other aspects such as layer-dependent TE properties and structural anisotropy, which lead to the
orientation dependent properties, pave the way in device design for potential TE applications.
The commercial applications of TE devices will be also partially discussed, with possibilities and
prospects extended to MBenes.
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